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The Book of Genesis
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Be sure to read through Genesis 2 for next week’s class.
Wi-Fi Password: Linder1924
THE J – E – P – D HYPOTHESIS

• J = ______________________
• E = ______________________
• P = ______________________
• D = ______________________

Genesis 1: 1 – 2:3 ______________________

Genesis 2:4 – 3:24 ______________________

WHY TWO CREATION STORIES?

If History? If Literature?

Genesis 2:4:
רת = thulduth = ______________________

WHO IS GOD IN GENESIS 2?

םי = Hà

WHAT’s THE PROBLEM in GENESIS 2?

2:5 - _________  _____________

2:6 - 7 _________  _____________

2:8 - _________ plants garden

2:9 - trees: _________ / _________

2:10 – 14: River becomes four riverheads:

פ = Pishon = ______________________

ג = Gihon = ______________________

ח = Hiddekel = ______________________

פ = Perat = ______________________